Development of neuromuscular synapses.
Quantal secretion at nerve terminals in mature muscles depends on the number of terminal branches and the size of release sites (sect. VB4). The physical length of SBL determines the length of terminal branch that can be laid down in a reinnervation experiment (sect. IVA4). A limit is set on the total length of terminal branches formed by a motoneuron; this limit is determined by the amount of TF (sect. IVB) made available from the neuron soma to the peripheral branches of the neuron (sect. VC). As a result of this limit, not all SBL needs to be occupied at a site by terminal branches. The SBL eventually disappears if it is not occupied by terminal branches (sect. IVA2). If a muscle is relatively inactive, it synthesizes and releases at synaptic sites additional amounts of NGF, which stimulates the growth of additional terminal branches. These may secrete sufficient amounts of AF to induce the formation of new SRs with associated SBL. In these circumstances a new synaptic site is formed or an extension of an existing site is created. If the size of a motor unit is decreased, the enhanced release of TF at the remaining terminals ensures that each occupies all the SBL at the synaptic site. Furthermore the enhanced release of AF per terminal induces more SBL, allowing additional terminal branches on the muscle cells to be established. Neither of these changes occurs unless the threshold amount of NGF is available from the muscle to stabilize the terminals. If this condition is met, an increase in quantal release per terminal occurs after reducing the size of a motor unit (sect. VC). An increase in quantal release per terminal also occurs after inactivation of a muscle. Such inactivation leads to an enhanced release of NGF per synaptic site (sect. VA4). Extra terminals may then form if sufficient TF is available; these may innervate existing but empty synaptic sites. In rare circumstances the extra terminal may induce SBL and innervate these new sites if sufficient AF is available. In both cases the quantal release per terminal increases. During development the secretory capacity of the axon terminal depends on the muscle cells with which it synapses. This secretory capacity can be enhanced either by increasing the number of terminal branch pairs or by increasing the secretory capacity of individual release sites. If two terminals innervate a synaptic site, their individual secretory capacity is reduced--in these circumstances the terminal's secretory capacity depends on the amount of NGF available to the terminal; two terminals must share their NGF.